
 

Think Pink 

October is National Breast Cancer Awareness Month 

Support the Cause with Art 
Odds are that you or someone you know has somehow been impacted by breast 

cancer. Show your support by wearing pink, giving a special gift, or making art to 

donate to a local organization in support of breast cancer research or treatment. You 

can make a difference. 

Stained Glass 

 Suncatcher 

Plate Awareness Ribbon Bevel Cluster #443140 with a layer of pink glass for a 

simple project. Customize your art with words cut from DicroSlide™ or 

painted details with Pebeo oven-bake paints.  

Delphi Tip: Bake DicroSlide™ on glass in your oven at 375° for 15 

minutes on background glass, then plate between layers of glass to get 

dazzling dichroic details without a kiln. 

Suncatcher shown at right by Artist Teresa Batten. 

 “In Honor Of” Panel 

Make an inspirational panel with the pattern from "Basically Bevels 2" 

book #6857 and a 4" x 6" bevel. Add a special touch with engraved 

verse bevels #N803C, #NE803 or customize the design by painting or 

engraving your own design on clear bevel #5250. 

 Panel shown at right courtesy of SGN Publishing, designed by Artist Melissa Vogt. 

 Find your favorite color, try the Pretty in Pink Glass Pack #8048. 
 

Fusing 

 Fused Cuff Bracelet 

Create fused bracelets. Find everything to get started including 

instruction with Fused Glass Braclet Kits available for 90 COE #6952 or 

96 COE #X6952. To create a special design, consider using Glassline 

pens, DicroSlide™, or making your own flameworked embellishments as 

shown at right. 

Delphi Tip: Use a strip of glass or rod (the same COE as your bracelet), 

heat it with a bead making torch and pull it to the desired width, then 

form an awareness ribbon. Cool it in an annealing oven or between 

layers of fiber blanket, then fuse this to your bracelet before bending. 

Bracelet shown at right by Artist Val Oswalt.  



 

 

 Other Project Ideas: 

o Use a stained glass pattern to make a panel, plate or tile. 

o  Create a cast glass awareness ribbon with mold #81002 as a paperweight or to 

embellish another design. 

96 COE Glass Suggestions: 
X29072 Spectrum Cotton Candy Classic Pink Opal 
X3972 Spectrum Pink Crystal Opal 
X6029 Uroboros Gold Pink And White Streaky Opal 
X0212 CBS Dichroic Green/ Pink On Thin Black  
X0112 CBS Dichroic Green/ Pink On Thin Clear 
XB29072 Cotton Candy Pink Opal 20 Strip Pack 
XP29072 Cotton Candy Pink Opal Glass Pebbles - 1/2 pound 
 
90 COE Glass Suggestions: 
B121530 Bullseye Light Pink Striker Transparent Double Rolled 
B042130 Bullseye Petal Pink Opal Double Rolled 
B030130 Bullseye Pink Opal Double Rolled 
90112 CBS Dichroic Green / Pink On Thin Clear 
90212 CBS Dichroic Green / Pink On Thin Black 
B121576 Light Pink Striker Transparent Rods - 1/2 pound 
B030576 Salmon Pink Opal Rods - 1/2 pound 

 

Mosaics 

 Make a mosaic with in pretty shades of pink. From a keepsake box to a serving tray, 

mosaics home accents are on trend. Our favorite shades of tile? 

#70809 Rose Bouquet Recycled Glass Tile Mix 
#70834 Shell Recycled Glass Tiles 
#70835 Coral Pink Recycled Glass Tiles 

 Delphi Tip: Don’t forget, nipped glass also works great for mosaics! 
 

  

Flameworking 

 Lapel Pins 

 Cut and fire lengths of glass, rods or noodles to round over sharp edges, then heat the 

center in the flame and gently bend to create the ribbon shape. Add a pin back or attach 

to a pretty necklace to wear. 

 Create custom beads for the cause. Decorate keychains, bracelets, pens and more for 

fantastic ways to show your support. 

Some unforgettable 104 COE pinks:  

#591256 Dark Pink Pastel 

#591260 Light Pink Pastel 
#511904 Gelly Pink Opaque Messy Colors 



 

 

Resin 

 Think Pink Magnet 

Make awareness ribbons with no-fire resin. Simply mix, pour into mold 

#8453 and allow to set before adding a finding. Custom color your resin 

with colorants to produce your favorite shade of pink.  

 

 

 

 


